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The Evening Concert

MUSICAL MASTERPIECES

Presented by the Southern California and Southern Oregon Gas Companies

FEBRUARY 22, 1949

SYMPHONY "GA L ANTE" - BALLET

JANUARY 26, 1949

BALLETS NOBLES

with

ACCURATE,

I Enclosed 51 cents.

DRAWING PENCILS

EACH BLOCK OF MANUFACTURE

PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

by Artur Linkam Furtwangler. Conducted by Charles Munch.

SULLIVAN'S "MERRY EDOUARDIAN YELLOW" - MONO MARTHIN

FEBRUARY 16

THREE ORCHESTRAS

by AlfredA. Pantaleo.

LAMBEETED AND LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS

2-7141

BRUTON AXE COMPANY

FOR THE WEEK ENDBY THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF LOS ANGELES

Get CRISPER, CLEANER DRAWINGS...USE VENUS

the world's largest selling drawing pencils

This is consistently wet, secure erasures, without smudging. They hold their points and give you sharper lines and smoother shading.

SMOOTH

The brush on all Venus pencils is wet, and they are a proven success. The lines and graphs of Venus Drawing Pencils are blended evenly to the Calligraphic process.

STRONG

Venus Drawing Pencils are "Phosphor-Proof" which means that the lead is bonded to the wood, and extra strong for any media.

ACCURATE

Your work is easier with Venus Drawing Pencils. Accurately shaped and at each top of manufacturers uniformly ground at 17 degrees. For best results, write on the writing side of the lead, and draw on the drawing side. Do not sharpen with a knife. Carry a Venus Drawing Pencil in your pocket.

Send for this helpful instruction booklet. Write Venus Drawing Pencil Co., Los Angeles 31, California. Address:

Y9

THE EVENING CONCERT

MUSICAL MASTERPIECES

MAR 4, 8:30 P.M.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FOURTEEN WORKS

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

by Hugo Wolf.

THREE ORCHESTRAS

FOURTEEN WORKS

KENTUCKY HILLS, 3-6209

WILSON'S RADIO & SOUND

HAROLD O. GRONDAHL

REPRESENTING:

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

234 E. Colorado St., Pasadena

PHONE SY. 2-7141

HOUSE JACKETS

Cordury and Flannel

861 E. Colorado

Fowler & Schadler

OPEN Fri. & Sat. Nites

"Miss's Distinctive Fashions"

NOW HOW CAN AN OLD SONG SOUND?

Listen to Johnny Long's new Signature Sound...

SWEET SUE...and you'll know!

Johnny Long has brightened the lyrics and set the beat to a brand new tune.

Johnny Long has a new old favorite! Yes, you can get this all-time favorite, Johnny Long, for just a penny. Picked by your dancing partner, nobody could picke any other happy, easy, pleasing novelty...

Johnny Long comes as a 45 or a 78, if you want to go slow.

Johnny Long, the melody and best sounding cigarette I've ever smoked.

How mild can a cigarette be?

Make the CAMEL 3-DAY TEST...

and you'll know!

Yes, make the 3-day Camel Mildness Test. See for yourself how much Camel can be a great cigarette. It has helped hundreds of people to give up smoking only Camel for the regulars of popular spots. After making weekly examinations, respond.

How mild can a cigarette be?

Not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking.
B e a v e r  S k i  M e n

Grab Honor From
Oxy, PCC, and USC

By WALTER H. GRAHAM

Last weekend the Beaver Ski Men
and the Caltech Ski Team
competed for the Pac-8 league title
and took first in a four-way meet
with USC, PCC, and Oxy. Individual honors
were captured by Harry W. Tuckett of
Pasadena City College, but a number of
Caltech skiers came in with
slightly lower times, as
with the overall team time was
best. The members of the home
team and the other places in
the race were: Blonde: Carson, Jim
Black, Pete Berglund, and Mark
Madden. Dab—First base, but showed
good form and demonstrated
that one can learn to ski in
less than a day.

At Big Pines

The race was held at Big
Pines, where there is a
town. It is in the
range for the crowded, however, and
in it at 10 minutes left they
had to stop and pick up to
up to 2 hours at 24. Where

the course, however, being
near ideal. Pasadena City
College sponsored the meet and
the course at the
race. In the next meets we are
going to try some other
but there is a good possibility that
by that time one or two
rules may be changed at
this point. For example, the
rules may be changed to
the ski team. Because of
some good friends in
this, means that we may
improve Norwegian boys,
take the SCICU title.

Cottage Grill

955 E. California St.
Lunches Served 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Dinner 5 to 9 p.m.
Breakfast—35c up

The boys played
in today and see
on to us at Del Pont.

Working as a member of a
small staff, the boys
have opportunity to
show their talent
Beverage and Snack Bar

Arrow White is Always Right!

And we have a good selec-
Arrow's famous
d and "Dab"...not just Arrow, but most Arrow
non-collars.

Come in today and see
our Arrow shirts, ties, and
fine Arrow products.

The Bale $4.50
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Frosh Sports Roundup

By Leon Nichols

Unquestioned sophomore played best to the Caltech Frosh last Friday night and in a manner astounding current etiquette such as an impressive 11 to 3 victory. It was the Hullpup's night after they passed the Thedmuns who had held them to a 11 to 11 score with five minutes to play in the first half. Much to Coach Poper's dis- troy, the lineup was lacking the names of Soder, Zeya, Grey and Granger, although Granger and Grey are expected to be back in uniform for this week's game. Soder and perhaps Vauta will be out for the remainder of the season. What next? Harry Patapoff put on his usu- al impressive show in the tune of 18 points for the evening, leading both teams. For those of you who haven't seen Harry's "Blye" low-tip show, that's sure to draw two points or a foul, we assure you that it would be worthwhile. Buy in there Patapoff, but please, don't give the refs such a hard time.

Frosh five more complete, meet Whitner at The Gym next Friday at 6:45 p.m. Prom- ising to be spaced by the Poetry desire for revenge of the 58 to 33 setback handed them by the Beavers a couple of weeks ago, the game is sure to be worth seeing. See ya there! Thedmuns

Y's Doings

By Vern Wiermke

It's good news in the Y office this week and rightly so. At the last meeting of this column our Y drive, which officially began last Tuesday, was within $500 of reaching its goal. However, since we are not out there and there is every reason to believe that we will go over the top. Special credit can well be given to Harry Ung who worked long and hard on the program. His efforts and the Kent Situation who handled all of the publicity.

It is especially encouraging that we received the help we did from over 125 student solicitors. We realize the very important Harry Patapoff play to those actively en-

CAMPUS BREWINS

(Continued from Page 2) almost always. Friendliness

While the rest of Tech danced formality, Fleming and Blacker indulged in their chosen form of substantation, a Barn Dance. The crew crew was two exciting. Fleming won the decision. The Fl'0sh five, more complete, with its program on a sound fl-

Free From Ice Skating

Daily 2:30 to 7, 7:45 to 10:45
Sat. 9 Sun. Mon. 10 to 12:30
Shutters for lunch
Pasadena Winter Gardens
171 South Arroyo Pkwy.
SY 2-7161 RT 1-3466

Ice Skating

NEW FORMULA WITH VIRATOL:new formula with vitamin C that care for your hair. It locks natural... it roots natural... and it stays in place! Try a bottle...

Oak Knoll

Cleaners

THREE DAY CLEANING SERVICE

FIVE-DAY LAUNDRY

SY. 3-6704
Rain or shine we're ALWAYS on time.

Special Features

Perasectic, cleaning, mothproofing service, tailoring and repairing.

Pressing While You Wait

"Service With a Smile"

902 East California Street
(4 Doors East of Lanku)

Next Door to Caltech Barber Shop

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

Ice Skating

NEW FORMULA WITH VIRATOL:

new formula with vitamin C that care for your hair. It locks natural... it roots natural... and it stays in place! Try a bottle...

The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD

JACK KRAMER says... "Because they're MILDER

CHESTERFIELDs taste better all the way. It's MY cigarette."
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By Vern Wiermke

It's good news in the Y office this week and rightly so. At the last meeting of this column our Y drive, which officially began last Tuesday, was within $500 of reaching its goal. However, since we are not out there and there is every reason to believe that we will go over the top. Special credit can well be given to Harry Ung who worked long and hard on the program. His efforts and the Kent Situation who handled all of the publicity.

It is especially encouraging that we received the help we did from over 125 student solicitors. We realize the very important Harry Patapoff play to those actively en-
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While the rest of Tech danced formality, Fleming and Blacker indulged in their chosen form of substantation, a Barn Dance. The crew crew was two exciting. Fleming won the decision. The Fl'0sh five, more complete, with its program on a sound fl-
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Pasadena Winter Gardens
171 South Arroyo Pkwy.
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Ice Skating

NEW FORMULA WITH VIRATOL:

new formula with vitamin C that care for your hair. It locks natural... it roots natural... and it stays in place! Try a bottle...

Oak Knoll

Cleaners

THREE DAY CLEANING SERVICE

FIVE-DAY LAUNDRY

SY. 3-6704
Rain or shine we're ALWAYS on time.

Special Features

Perasectic, cleaning, mothproofing service, tailoring and repairing.

Pressing While You Wait

"Service With a Smile"

902 East California Street
(4 Doors East of Lanku)

Next Door to Caltech Barber Shop

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

Ice Skating

NEW FORMULA WITH VIRATOL:

new formula with vitamin C that care for your hair. It locks natural... it roots natural... and it stays in place! Try a bottle...

The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD

JACK KRAMER says... "Because they're MILDER

CHESTERFIELDs taste better all the way. It's MY cigarette."